WELCOME TO ACT PREP!
Instructor: Todd Moniz
Room Number: 230
Email address: todd.moniz@biloxischools.net
School Phone: (228) 435-6105
Course Description and Objectives:
ACT Prep is a course that allows students to prepare for the college entrance test with a primary
focus on the ACT test. This class is designed for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors who want to
score well on their ACT test or to improve their ACT scores.
The purpose of this class is to help prepare students to score adequately on their ACT test and/or to
raise their score to a higher level. With renewed emphasis at the local, state, and national levels to
improve test scores, ACT Prep is a course that was created to improve those scores.
The ACT consists of a multiple-choice standardized test, which measures your knowledge on
English, Math, Reading, and Science Reasoning. There is also an optional Writing test that some
colleges may require students to take. Even if a school doesn't require the test, a high score on the
ACT Writing may give your application a slight boost, since it serves as an indication of strong
writing and analysis abilities.

Section

# of
Questions &
Time Limit

Content/Skills Covered

Question Types

English

75 questions in
45 min.

grammar & usage, punctuation,
sentence structure, strategy,
organization, and style

four-choice, multiple-choice
usage/mechanics and rhetorical skills
questions

Math

60 questions in
60 min.

pre-algebra, elementary algebra,
intermediate algebra, coordinate
geometry, plane geometry, and
trigonometry

five-choice, multiple-choice questions

Reading

40 questions in
35 min.

reading comprehension of what is
directly stated or implied

four-choice, multiple-choice referring
and reasoning questions

Science

40 questions in
35 min.

interpretation, analysis, evaluation,
reasoning, and problem solving

four-choice, multiple-choice data
representation, research summaries,
and conflicting viewpoints questions

Writing
(optional)

1 essay in 40
min.

writing skills

essay prompt

Evaluation of the Class:
In this class, we will use ACT Academy as our primary resource. Students will be given specific
assignments in ACT Academy and also be able to explore the various topics offered in order to
improve in specific areas of their choice.
Each week, all grades for assigned assessments in ACT Academy will be averaged together and that
average will go into the gradebook as a single grade. For each individual assessment, you will
receive an additional 10 percentage points to your given score for a total of up to 100%. (ex. If you
received an 80% on Geometry Assessment III, it will count as a 90%, if you received a 95%, it would
count as 100%.) Failure to complete an assessment or a score of 0% will remain as a 0% for
calculating purposes.
You may receive extra bonus points for each assessment if you have documented evidence of
watching the related resource videos multiple times and if you have also taken that assessment
multiple times. This will allow you the opportunity to receive a high grade in this course even if you
are unfamiliar with some of the material.
Remember that the material you are reviewing on ACT Academy is coming straight from the test
makers, so your efforts to learn all of the material will help you to do better on the actual ACT test.
Here is an example of how your weekly grade will be calculated. This student would receive a 90% in
the gradebook for their weekly grade.
Assigned
Assessment

Actual Score in
ACT Academy

Adjusted
Score

Functions II

90

100

Functions IV

100

100

Algebra VI

85

95

Algebra IX

75

85

Integration of
Knowledge IX

50

70

Number and
Quantity II

70

80

Number and
Quantity VI

95

100

Average

90

Notes

Maximum score of 100

Student reviewed the resources at least
three times each.

Maximum score of 100

Classroom Expectations:
Supply List:
1. BE RESPONSIBLE
Chromebooks
~Bring all materials to class daily
Headphones or Earbuds
~Pay attention and follow directions given
~Take care of classroom materials
2. BE RESPECTFUL
~Stay on task and allow others to stay on task
~Clean work area before you leave class
~Be respectful of yourself, and others and all property
3. BE POSITIVE
~Do your best and encourage others to do their best
~Wear a smile
4. BE SAFE
~Stay in assigned areas
~Work safely
~Keep hands, bodies, and objects to yourself
Classroom Consequences:
1. Warning
2. Teacher-Student Conference/Parent contact
3. Referral sent to the office
Make-up Work Policy:
It is the student’s responsibility to ask for the work he/she missed while absent.

IT’S A GREAT DAY TO BE AN INDIAN!!

